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Abstract

The structural description of peptide ligands bound to G protein-coupled receptors (GPCRs) is important for the discovery of
new drugs and deeper understanding of the molecular mechanisms of life. Here we describe a three-stage protocol for the
molecular docking of peptides to GPCRs using a set of different programs: (1) CABS-dock for docking fully flexible peptides;
(2) PD2 method for the reconstruction of atomistic structures from C-alpha traces provided by CABS-dock and (3) Rosetta
FlexPepDock for the refinement of protein–peptide complex structures and model scoring. We evaluated the proposed
protocol on the set of seven different GPCR–peptide complexes (including one containing a cyclic peptide), for which
crystallographic structures are available. We show that CABS-dock produces high resolution models in the sets of top-scored
models. These sets of models, after reconstruction to all-atom representation, can be further improved by Rosetta
high-resolution refinement and/or minimization, leading in most of the cases to sub-Angstrom accuracy in terms of
interface root-mean-square-deviation measure.
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Introduction
In the last two decades, peptides have gained a significant
interest as therapeutic agents [1]. As demonstrated in many drug
design studies, peptides can be useful as leading molecules and
an alternative to small-molecule and biological therapeutics [1].
G protein-coupled receptors (GPCRs) are the largest and the most
diverse family of membrane receptor proteins and are key drug
targets [2]. It has been estimated that among the 826 human
GPCRs, 118 can bind endogenous peptides and 30 are targeted
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by approved drug molecules [3]. Because of the difficulties in
crystallization of GPCRs [4] only a few experimental structures
of the peptide-bound receptor are now available [5]. In this con-
text, there is growing demand for the development of efficient
tools for the accurate computational prediction of GPCR–peptide
complexes.

Attributable to the large interest in peptide therapeutics,
many new protein–peptide docking techniques have been devel-
oped recently [6]. These may be divided into following three
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categories: template-based docking, local docking and global
docking tools [6]. Template-based docking uses structural data
from analogous protein–peptide complexes. In the local docking,
the search for peptide-bound conformation is limited to the
vicinity of the expected binding site. Finally the global docking
methods perform search over the entire receptor surface.

Docking molecules to membrane proteins is a challenging
task due to their large hydrophobic surface and the effect of the
membrane environment that should be considered. There are a
few available methods that enable docking small molecules to
GPCRs [7–10]. These may also be applied to short peptides, up
to five residues [11]. Docking of larger peptides requires tools
dedicated to flexible peptide docking, protein–protein docking or
modeling protocols tailored to particular GPCR–peptide systems.
The examples include template-based modeling using Rosetta
[12], manual docking guided by nuclear magnetic resonance
data [13], CABS-dock docking followed by selection of plausible
models [14], application of the hybrid molecular modeling proto-
col that integrates heterogeneous experimental data with force
field-based calculations [15], application of ZDOCK and RDOCK
tools for protein–protein docking [16] and GalaxyPepDock [17].
Nevertheless, the performance of neither of these methods was
evaluated by prediction of a larger set of different GPCR–peptide
complexes.

The GPCRs ligand binding site is located in the cavity formed
by the bundle of seven alpha helices. Larger ligands, like pep-
tides, can also interact with extracellular receptor fragments
(three extracellular loops and N-terminal domain) [18]. An effec-
tive procedure for GPCR–peptide docking should allow for full
peptide flexibility, which can be crucial for the peptide deep
penetration of the binding cavity and adaptation to the shape
of the receptor extracellular surface. Moreover, all GPCRs show
significant conformational flexibility and agonistic binding is
responsible for the stabilization of diverse receptor activation
states [19]. Therefore, during the docking procedure, we should
also account for some receptor flexibility.

In this work, we present the modeling protocol dedicated
for prediction of GPCR–peptide complexes, which combines a
coarse-grained CABS-dock global docking tool [20] with PD2 [21]
reconstruction of the backbone and C-beta atoms positions and
high-resolution Rosetta FlexPepDock refinement and scoring [22,
23] of protein–peptide complexes. During CABS-dock docking
simulation the search for the receptor–peptide interaction inter-
face is limited to the broad area of the extracellular parts of
GPCRs. The proposed method was evaluated during the test
prediction of seven different GPCR–peptide complexes for which
the crystal structures are available. The results of these docking
experiments demonstrate that the proposed procedure enables
highly accurate prediction of peptide binding poses.

Materials and methods
This section starts from the description of the benchmark
dataset used during evaluation of the proposed protocol. Then
we describe the three consecutive stages of the modeling
pipeline, which are also illustrated in Figure 1.

GPCR benchmark dataset

For preparation of the GPCR dataset used in this study,
we examined all crystal structures of receptor–peptide and
receptor–peptidomimetic complexes from the largest Class A of
GPCRs [24]. From the set of nine identified crystal structures, two
cases (PDB ID: 4RWD and 5VBL) were rejected due to the content
of nonstandard amino acid peptide residues that have no similar

counterparts among 20 natural amino acids. In another four
cases, nonstandard amino acid residues and/or D-amino acids
were replaced by natural amino acid residues based on high
structural similarity (see Supplementary Table S1 for sequences
of all docked peptides). This replacement was necessary
because the CABS-dock supports only 20 natural L-amino acid
residues.

Structures of seven different receptors were extracted from
crystal structure files (PDB ID; reference; name; resolution): 3OE0
[25]: CXCR4 receptor of 2.9 Å; 4GRV [26]: NTS1 receptor of 2.8 Å;
5GLH [27]: ETB receptor of 2.8 Å; 5XJM [28]: AT2 receptor of 3.2 Å;
6C1R [29]: C5a1 receptor of 2.2 Å; 6DDF [30]: μ-opioid receptor of
3.5 Å; and 6OS9 [31]: NTSR1 receptor of 3.0 Å and used in the
docking procedure. Peptide length varied from 5 to 21 amino acid
residues.

STAGE 1: molecular docking using CABS-dock

CABS-dock is a well-established method for flexible protein–
peptide docking and its current status has been summarized in
the recent review [32]. CABS-dock uses a very efficient simula-
tion approach, the CABS coarse-grained protein model (its broad
applications in protein modeling, protein structure prediction,
simulation of protein flexibility and disordered states have been
recently summarized in the reviews [33–35]. CABS-dock has been
first introduced as a web server [36–38] and successfully applied
to modeling large-scale conformation changes of protein recep-
tor during peptide binding [39], protein–protein docking [38],
peptide docking using sparse information on protein–peptide
residue-residue contacts [40] and modeling the cleavage events
occurring during proteolytic peptide degradation [41]. Recently,
CABS-dock has been made available as a standalone application
[20], which contains many features and extensions for advanced
users. The repository of the CABS-dock package, which includes
tutorials and description of commands, is available at https://bi
tbucket.org/lcbio/cabsdock/.

In this work, we used the CABS-dock standalone application
[20] with the following input information (the structural data
including peptide sequence information and restraint parame-
ters used for CABS-dock input preparation for each of the seven
modeled systems are presented in Supplementary Table S1):

(i) amino acid sequences of docked peptides,
(ii) coordinates of C-alpha atoms of selected receptor pro-

teins (see section GPCR benchmark dataset),
(iii) description of the peptide sampling space covering all

GPCR fragments that may interact with bonded peptides
(in the form of long-range distance restraints between
receptor and peptide C-alpha atom pairs),

(iv) information on internal disulfide bonds within peptide
molecules (in the form of short-range distance restraints
imposed on C-alpha atom pairs of particular cysteine
residues) and

(v) information on the cyclic conformation of one of peptide
molecules (in the form of short-range distance restraint
imposed on the C-alpha atom pair of selected residues).

The CABS-dock method has been designed for global docking
simulations, in which peptides are allowed to interact with the
entire protein surface. In the case of GPCRs, a large hydropho-
bic surface is responsible for positioning the protein in the
membrane and this part of the protein does not interact with
bound ligands. Therefore, in the docking simulations, we lim-
ited the peptide conformational sampling space to the broad
neighborhood of the extracellular receptor domain including
three extracellular loops and the receptor binding site located
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Figure 1. The pipeline used for docking peptides to GPCRs. The main stages of the docking procedure include STAGE 1: generation of a large number (100 K) of low

energy receptor–peptide complex models resulting from 10 independent CABS-dock simulations; STAGE 2: reconstruction to all-atom representation of 100 top selected

models using PD2 [21] and STAGE 3: model refinement and scoring using Rosetta FlexPepDock [22, 23].

in the cavity formed by a seven-alpha-helical bundle (Figure 1).
Technically, the peptide sampling space was limited to a large
sphere; with a radius of 25 or 30 Å, depending on the pep-
tide size, using properly adjusted distance restraints (technical
details describing the spherical docking space are provided in
the Supplementary section ‘Technical details of the proposed
workflow’). The restraints did not have any influence on peptide
motion or the scoring within the sphere radius. This crude but
simple and effective approach prevented peptides from binding
to the surface of the receptor transmembrane and intracellular
domains, that is, the GPCR regions that do not interact with
bound ligands. Additionally, as the input we used the infor-
mation regarding disulfide bonds within peptide molecules in
two modeled systems: PDB ID: 5GLH and 3OE0 (using relatively
strong distance restraints between pairs of C-alpha atoms of
appropriate cysteine residues). In the 6C1R system, distance
restrains were also imposed between C-alpha atoms of Ala2 and
Arg6 of the docked peptide to preserve its cyclic conformation.

For each of seven studied GPCR–peptide complexes, we per-
formed 10 independent CABS-dock simulations. The CABS-dock
commands and PDB structure files used for the modeling of
all the receptor–peptide systems are provided in Supplementary
Tables S1 and S2. The command line for running single docking
simulation for the 6DDF system is presented:

∼/CABSdock -s 100 -M -C -S -v 4 -i 6DDF_struc.pdb:R -p
6DDF_struc.pdb:D

–reference-pdb 6DDF_struc.pdb:R:D –sc-rest-add 147:R 1:PEP
25.0 5.0

–sc-rest-add 147:R 2:PEP 25.0 5.0 –sc-rest-add 147:R 3:PEP 25.0
5.0

–sc-rest-add 147:R 4:PEP 25.0 5.0 –sc-rest-add 147:R 5:PEP 25.0
5.0.

Each of 10 independent CABS-dock simulation runs gener-
ated 10 top-scored models (10 top-scored models were selected
from the set of 1000 lowest energy models using the structural
clustering approach). Next, we merged the sets of the top 10
models from 10 simulation runs into a cumulative set of top 100

models. This model set was further used as the input in STAGE
2 of the modeling protocol for the reconstruction of atomistic
structures.

STAGE 2: structure reconstruction using PD2

CABS-dock standalone outputs provide models of protein–
peptide complexes in C-alpha or all-atom representation. All-
atom models can be generated thanks to CABS-dock integration
with the Modeller-based reconstruction procedure (as described
in the CABS-dock standalone documentation). In this pipeline,
however, we recommend using the PD2 tool, since it has been
proven to be slightly more accurate and more convenient in
our internal tests than the Modeller-based procedure. The PD2
method enables fast and accurate reconstruction of the protein
main chain and C-beta from C-alpha trace or partial backbone
structures [21]. What’s important, PD2 enables reconstruction
from distorted C-alpha traces and multichain protein systems
and features an optional fast minimization step that leads to
further improvement of the reconstructed backbone atoms
(other than C-alpha). Thanks to the included SCWRL4 library
[42], the PD2 package also enables automatic reconstruction of
side chain positions, so it is possible to get all-atomic structure
from the alpha-carbon trace in one step. The PD2 method is
available as a web server and C++ standalone application at
http://www.sbg.bio.ic.ac.uk/&#x007E;phyre2/PD2_ca2main/.

In this work, we used the standalone version of the PD2 pro-
gram to model backbone and C-beta atoms with additional min-
imization (–ca2main:bb_min_steps flag). The automatically recon-
structed side chain atoms were rejected (to be automatically
rebuilt again in early STAGE 3 of FlexPepDock refinement accord-
ing to the Rosetta energy function). The command line used to
rebuild atomic details from the C-alpha trace of a single model
is provided below:

∼/bin/pd2_ca2main –database. /database/ -i input.pdb -o out-
put.pdb

–ca2main:new_fixed_ca –ca2main:bb_min_steps 500.

https://academic.oup.com/bib/article-lookup/doi/10.1093/bib/bbaa109#supplementary-data
http://www.sbg.bio.ic.ac.uk/&#x007E;phyre2/PD2_ca2main/
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The backbone or all-atom reconstruction stage of the model-
ing process can be also performed using other tools for protein
structure reconstruction from the C-alpha trace [43]. It should
be emphasized that proper reconstruction of structural details
is crucial for effective model refinement and scoring reliability.
Importantly, the tool used in STAGE 3 of the protocol (Rosetta
FlexPepDock), can be very sensitive to model quality and local
errors in the input structures.

STAGE 3: structure refinement using Rosetta
FlexPepDock

Rosetta FlexPepDock is a well benchmarked and widely used
tool for the high-resolution refinement of peptide–protein com-
plexes [23, 44]. As demonstrated in several studies, it enables
obtaining sub-Angstrom quality of protein–peptide structures
[22, 44, 45]. The initial structure may be provided as a coarse-
grained (at least backbone) or a fine-grained model, where the
bound peptide position related to the receptor is relatively cor-
rect. The refinement accuracy depends not only on the spa-
tial protein–peptide relationship but also on the initial peptide
backbone conformation (e.g. its secondary structure). During
refinement, FlexPepDock allows for full flexibility of the peptide,
while the receptor backbone is usually fixed and its side chains
are optimized iteratively on the fly. The FlexPepDock tool is
available as both an easy-to-use web server (at http://flexpepdo
ck.furmanlab.cs.huji.ac.il/) and a standalone protocol within the
Rosetta package that is freely available to academic users. The
documentation and useful tutorials are provided at https://www.
rosettacommons.org/.

FlexPepDock refinement consists of several operational
modes that may be freely combined according to a specific
task or input quality. The typical execution steps used for
protein–peptide systems involve:

(i) preparation of properly formatted structure files,
(ii) side chains prepacking of initial complex structural com-

ponents (removing internal clashes),
(iii) refinement and/or minimization of prepacked initial

complex structure (optimization of protein–peptide
interface interactions) and

(iv) selecting and clustering low-energy decoys (model
scoring).

The details and technical hints for particular refinement
steps are provided in the Supplementary ‘Technical details of the
proposed workflow’ section.

In STAGE 3, we used the sets of 100 top-scored CABS-dock
models reconstructed using PD2 (main chain and C-beta atoms
only) as input for the FlexPepDock refinement procedure. Due to
minor inaccuracies of local structure in coarse-grained models,
which may have an adverse effect on overall Rosetta energy scor-
ing, we reconstructed side chains and improved rotamer packing
(-f lexpep_prepack mode) directly at the Rosetta stage before taking
further actions. Note that the FlexPepDock prepacking mode
reconstructs automatically all missing side chain atoms in the
initial receptor–peptide complex.

In the input sets of the top 100 models (resulting from STAGE
2), the average C-alpha root-mean-square deviation for peptide
molecules was in the range from 2.3 to 3.4 Å for six systems
and from 3.1 to almost 8 Å for 3OE0 (based on comparison to its
crystal structures). Therefore the sets included bound peptides,
whose conformation and orientation in respect to the recep-
tor was approximately correct. Using FlexPepDock, we tested

two separate approaches to refine the sets of 100 top-scored
models:

(i) STAGE 3: full refinement of the protein–peptide initial
complex executed iteratively by Monte Carlo search with
energy minimization using the -pep_refine mode of the
FlexPepDock protocol with optional fast low-resolution
pre-optimization performed on coarse-grained centroid
representation (average calculation time on a single CPU
core: from 200 to 350 s per model),

(ii) STAGE 3′: short and fast minimization of the peptide–
protein interface in the initial structure of the complex
using the -f lexPepDockingMinimizeOnly mode of the Flex-
PepDock protocol (average calculation time on a single
CPU core: from 30 to 40 s per model).

The command line used to reconstruct missing side chain
atoms and prepack rotamers in a single initial peptide–protein
complex (initial step of STAGE 3 and STAGE 3′) is as follows:

∼FlexPepDocking.linuxgccrelease -database ${rosetta_db} -s
initial_prepack.pdb

-native native.pdb -nstruct 1 -flexpep_prepack -ex1 -ex2aro -
use_input_sc.

The command line used to refine (main step of STAGE 3) the
structure of a single initial peptide–protein complex is as follows:

∼FlexPepDocking.linuxgccrelease -database ${rosetta_db} -s
initial_prepack.pdb.

-native native.pdb -out:file:silent decoys.silent -out:file:
silent_struct_type binary.

-nstruct 300 -pep_refine [−ex1 -ex2aro -use_input_sc
-unboundrot file.pdb]a

[−detect_disulf true -rebuild_disulf true -fix_disulf disulf.dat]b

[−lowres_preoptimize]c

[−score:weights talaris2014 -corrections::restore_talaris_
behavior true]d

aUsed in case the rotamer library is extended with extra side
chain conformations.

bUsed in case the complex structure contains cysteines that
may be connected by disulfide bridges.

cUsed in case of low-resolution pre-optimization.
dUsed in case of using the talaris14 score function, default

REF2015.
The command line used to minimize the energy of a single

initial peptide–protein complex (main step of STAGE 3′) is as
follows:

∼FlexPepDocking.linuxgccrelease -database ${rosetta_db} -s
initial_prepack.pdb

-native native.pdb -out:file:silent decoys.silent -out:file:
silent_struct_type binary -nstruct 1

-flexPepDockingMinimizeOnly -ex1 -ex2aro -use_input_sc -
detect_disulf true

-rebuild_disulf true -fix_disulf disulf.dat.
The default output of FlexPepDock refinement (called by the

-out:file:silent flag) is a silent file that contains the number of
choice (called by the -nstruct flag) of compressed decoys and
corresponding score values. The real Cartesian coordinates of
selected decoy’s’ tags may be extracted by the built-in Rosetta
protocol (extract_pdbs). The command line used for extraction of
Cartesian coordinates is as follows:

∼extract_pdbs.linuxgccrelease -database ${rosetta_db} -
in:file:silent file.silent

-in:file:tags file.txt.
Finally, the set of 10 top-scored models from STAGE 3 were

selected using two-step hierarchical selection (initial selection
of 1% top scored decoys form each refinement cycle according

http://flexpepdock.furmanlab.cs.huji.ac.il/
http://flexpepdock.furmanlab.cs.huji.ac.il/
https://www.rosettacommons.org/
https://www.rosettacommons.org/
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to score and reweighted_sc terms resulting in a set of 300 models,
followed by selection of final 10 top models using reweighted_sc
and pep_sc scoring terms). The set of 10 top-scored models
from the alternative STAGE 3′ were selected from the set of
100 minimized model structures using reweighted_sc and pep_sc
scoring terms. Technical details of the scoring procedure are
provided in the Supplementary ‘Technical details of the pro-
posed workflow’ section. The quality of the modeled receptor–
peptide complexes was assessed by comparing their structural
properties to corresponding crystal structures.

In the results analysis, we used the state-of-the-art measures
proposed by the Critical Assessment of Predicted Interactions
(CAPRI) assessors [46] to quantify various aspects of the quality
of the models generated in the proposed protein–peptide dock-
ing protocol: IRMS (backbone root mean square deviation of the
interface residues, after the interface components of the target
and model have been superimposed), LRMS (backbone root mean
square deviation of a peptide in the model relative to the target,
after the receptor components of the target and model have been
superimposed) and Fnat (the fraction of native residue–residue
contacts).

All the technical information provided above is also included
in the wiki pages of the CABS-dock standalone application under
the following link: https://bitbucket.org/lcbio/cabsdock/wiki/Ho
me#markdown-header-311-docking-to-gpcrs. This online infor-
mation will be maintained and updated according to user’s
needs.

Results and discussion
In this work, we propose a novel and efficient protocol for the
prediction of GPCR–peptide complex structures. The method
was tested on a set of seven GPCR–peptide complexes (see
section GPCR benchmark dataset). In STAGE 1 (consisting of 10
independent CABS-dock simulations), the 100 top-scored coarse-
grained models were selected out of a large set of 100 000
low energy models using structural clustering. The set of 100
top-scored models included receptor–peptide structures in C-
alpha representation with medium and acceptable accuracy for
six predicted complexes (based on ranking criteria for protein–
peptide systems [46]). For the 3OE0 system, the best obtained
model was ranked as incorrect showing a high IRMS value
of 3.16 Å. During STAGE 2, the 100 top-scored models were
reconstructed to main chain and C-beta atoms representation
using the PD2 method [21]. In the final STAGE 3, models were
subjected to the high-resolution FlexPepDock refinement pro-
cedure [22, 23] resulting in a set of 30 000 all-atom models for
each predicted complex. At this point, we observed significant
improvement in the models’ quality (Table 1). The generated
sets of models included medium and acceptable quality struc-
tures for five and two of modeled complexes, respectively. To
deliver the best solution (i.e. a peptide-bound receptor model
presenting the lowest IRMS value), in the small sets of 10 top-
scored models, we used the procedure employing Rosetta scor-
ing function (REF2015: total score, reweighted_sc) and interface-
dependent energy terms (pep_sc, I_sc) [47, 48] (technical details
of the scoring procedure are described in the Supplementary
‘Technical details of the proposed workflow’ section). Among
the best selected models, three complex structures presented
medium accuracy and another three models presented accept-
able accuracy according to the CAPRI criteria for protein–peptide
docking [46]. The best obtained model for the 3OE0 difficult case
was ranked as inaccurate presenting an IRMS value of 2.41 Å. As
an alternative for the computationally demanding refinement
procedure (STAGE 3), we also tested a more straightforward

approach (STAGE 3′) based on short and fast FlexPepDock mini-
mization and scoring of top 100 reconstructed models (resulting
from STAGE 2). The best minimized receptor–peptide structure
among the 10 top-scored models for the studied complexes
showed comparable quality to those resulting from STAGE 3
(Table 1). Nevertheless, it should be emphasized that the most
accurate atomistic models for each predicted complex were
generated during the FlexPepDock refinement procedure (STAGE
3). The IRMS values obtained at each modeling stage are pre-
sented in Table 1, while corresponding LRMS and Fnat values
are presented in Supplementary Table S3. Final structures of
predicted receptor–peptide complexes (i.e. models showing the
lowest IRMS values in the top 10 model sets resulting from
STAGE 3 and STAGE 3′ of the modeling protocol) superimposed
on corresponding crystal structures are presented in Figure 2.

The presented models demonstrate sub-Angstrom or accept-
able accuracy (below 1.5 Å), except the 3OE0 case, when com-
pared to the experimental benchmark structures. What’s impor-
tant to bear in mind is the limited accuracy of the experimen-
tal structures (six of the seven GPCR–peptide complexes taken
from the PDB were refined at modest resolution, around 3 Å).
Therefore, the experimental benchmark may appear to be not
optimal; however, it was the only experimental reference that
was available at the time of this research.

The main goal of this work was to deliver an easy to use and
efficient protocol for the accurate prediction of peptide ligand
binding modes to the GPCR protein family. The protocol employs
three state-of-the-art tools for the multiscale modeling of pro-
tein–peptide interactions [20–23, 42]. All these tools proved to
be very effective for handling modeling tasks for many different
systems consisting of cytosolic proteins. In this work, we propose
their specific setup dedicated for modeling GPCR–peptide sys-
tems. In STAGE 1 (docking of fully flexible peptides using CABS-
dock), the peptide sampling space is restricted to spherical vol-
ume that includes all receptor fragments that may interact with
bound peptides (for technical details, see the Supplementary
‘Technical details of the proposed workflow’ section).

We also tested performance of the proposed protocol in
which only single CABS-dock simulation was used for gener-
ation of initial top 10 models (STAGE 1 of the protocol) that
were further subjected to the refinement and scoring procedure
(Supplementary Table S4). Results indicate that conducting only
a single CABS-dock simulation run followed by FlexPepDock
refinement also leads to good quality results; however, slightly
worse than that produced by combination of 10 independent
simulation runs that enable much more efficient sampling of
ligand binding poses.

It should be emphasized that the CABS-dock tool offers
a simple way for using internal restraints in docked peptide
molecules. This feature shows to be very useful especially for
docking peptides containing internal disulfide bridges (e.g.
endothelin, a 21-amino acid peptide containing two disulfide
bridges, docked to the ETB receptor, PDB ID: 5GLH). In addition,
the application of restraints also proved to be very effective in
preserving the cyclic conformation of the docked peptide (cyclic
antagonist PMX53 docked to the C5a1 receptor, ODB ID: 6C1R).
One of the major challenges of the methods for protein–peptide
docking is the scoring of a large set of models generated during
predictions [6] because the score value does not always correlate
with model quality. For optimal selection of the final 10 top-
scored models resulting from STAGE 3 of the modeling protocol
we used a two-step hierarchical approach. First, we selected 1%
of the best models according to score and reweighted_sc terms
after each refine cycle: refinement of a single model resulting
from STAGE 2 (where 1% accounted for the top three decoys

https://bitbucket.org/lcbio/cabsdock/wiki/Home#markdown-header-311-docking-to-gpcrs
https://bitbucket.org/lcbio/cabsdock/wiki/Home#markdown-header-311-docking-to-gpcrs
https://academic.oup.com/bib/article-lookup/doi/10.1093/bib/bbaa109#supplementary-data
https://academic.oup.com/bib/article-lookup/doi/10.1093/bib/bbaa109#supplementary-data
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Table 1. IRMS values calculated for docked peptides resulting from subsequent stages of the modeling procedure

IRMS [Å] CA representation AA representation

STAGE 1: CABS-dock
coarse-grained
simulations (100 000
models)

STAGE 2: PD2 CA to AA
reconstruction (100
models)

STAGE 3: FlexPepDock
refinement and Rosetta
scoring (30 000 models)

STAGE 3′: FlexPepDock
minimization and Rosetta
scoring (100 models)

PDB ID Peptide
length

Best from alla Best from
top100a

Best from
top100

Best from
all

Best from
top10

Best from
all

Best from
top10

3OE0 16 1.860 (A) 3.164 (I) 3.160 (I) 1.667 (A) 2.522 (I) 2.408 (I) 2.408 (I)
4GRV 6 0.642 (M) 0.897 (M) 1.078 (A) 0.810 (M) 0.822 (M) 0.907 (A) 0.907 (A)
5GLH 21 1.038 (A) 1.389 (A) 1.430 (A) 1.126 (A) 1.385 (A) 1.445 (A) 1.553 (A)
5XJM 8 0.680 (M) 1.097 (A) 1.117 (A) 0.777 (M) 1.268 (A) 0.973 (M) 1.034 (A)
6C1R 6 0.594 (M) 0.802 (M) 0.812 (M) 0.677 (M) 1.035 (A) 0.721 (M) 0.805 (M)
6DDF 5 0.584 (M) 0.584 (M) 0.779 (M) 0.752 (M) 0.916 (M) 0.770 (M) 0.903 (M)
6OS9 6 0.672 (M) 1.449 (A) 1.428 (A) 0.667 (M) 0.791 (M) 1.041 (A) 1.174 (A)

Note: The bold font indicates the lowest IRMS values obtained for the models resulting from STAGE 3 and STAGE 3’.
Letters next to IRMS values indicate model accuracy and the following criteria were used: H, high (IRMS: 0 ≤ H ≤ 0.5 Å); M, medium (IRMS: 0.5 Å < M ≤ 1 Å); A, acceptable
(IRMS: 1 Å < A ≤ 2 Å); I, incorrect (IRMS: 2 Å < I) (based on protein–peptide ranking criteria from the CAPRI experiment [46]).
aIRMS values calculated using CA atoms only.

Figure 2. Comparison of the best predicted models (from the set of 10 top-scored models) with experimental peptide structures. Experimental models are presented

in magenta, while predicted models in green (after refinement) and blue (after minimization).

selected from a set of 300 models generated during a single
refinement cycle). This resulted in 300 preselected models for
each modeled receptor–protein system. In the second step, final
top 10 models were selected from 300 preselected decoys using
reweighted_sc and pep_sc scores (for each term, five top models
were selected). The two-step scoring procedure described above
provides maximized diversity of selected decoys and leads to
much higher model accuracy when compared to selection of 1%
of top scored models from the composite set of all 30 000 decoys.
The best of the obtained models in the sets of the 10 top-scored
models are described using the IRMS values in Table 1, visualized
in Figure 2 and characterized in Figure 3 and in Supplementary

Figures S1 and S2 (among the large pool of predicted models in
terms of energy scores).

The plots presented on Figure 3 (and on Supplementary Fig-
ures S1 and S2) indicate that the CABS-dock tool used for the
STAGE 1 allows for efficient generation of large set of models that
include structures of high accuracy (IRMS values below 1 Å for six
out of seven modeled complexes). Those data also indicate that
performance of the presented protocol can be further improved
using a better scoring method. In this work we used, to our
knowledge, the most successful scoring function dedicated to
the all-atom protein–peptide complexes. The modeling protocol
can be easily supported by other scoring solutions. Furthermore,

https://academic.oup.com/bib/article-lookup/doi/10.1093/bib/bbaa109#supplementary-data
https://academic.oup.com/bib/article-lookup/doi/10.1093/bib/bbaa109#supplementary-data
https://academic.oup.com/bib/article-lookup/doi/10.1093/bib/bbaa109#supplementary-data
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Figure 3. The plots show energy score versus IRMS [Å] for selected GPCR–peptide complexes (PDB ID: 5GLH, 6C1R). The 1st row contains CABS-dock results (STAGE 1,

CA representation), while the second row contains final results after high-resolution FlexPepDock refinement (STAGE 3, AA representation). The top-scored models are

colored in dark blue and best models out of the top-scored models in red. The analogous plots for the other studied systems are provided in Supplementary Figures S1

and S2.

the presented multiscale docking pipeline is easy to use and
modify. The methods at each modeling stage still have room for
improvement. Thus, they may be replaced or extended by other
algorithms that perform better or are better suited to the specific
docking tasks.

Conclusions
We have proposed and evaluated a novel three-stage protocol
for prediction of GPCR–peptide complexes. The method employs
CABS-dock docking simulations for generation of a large number
of coarse-grained receptor–peptide complexes followed by PD2
model reconstruction to all-atom representation. Finally, Rosetta
FlexPepDock is used for the model refinement and scoring pro-
cedure. The high-resolution solutions can be found in a small
set of 10 top-scored models among the predicted structures.
Application of the proposed protocol allowed for successful pre-
diction of six out of seven GPCR–peptide complexes providing
structures with acceptable or medium accuracy (according to the
criteria of CAPRI competition [46]). The proposed protocol can be
easily extended to structure prediction exercises that support
flexibility of selected GPCR binding fragments during docking
simulations, which is possible in CABS-dock docking. This is
especially important for study of GPCR activation and signaling
processes because binding of agonists may stabilize different
receptor conformations.

Finally, the proposed protocol can be applied not only to
peptide docking to GPCRs but also to other membrane proteins
(i.e. transporter proteins, channels or enzymes) and globular

proteins. In general, the protocol enables fully flexible dock-
ing of peptide molecules in the user-defined proximity of the
binding site by application of distance restraints. The accessible
conformational space may include large receptor fragments, or
may be limited to small changes of the peptide poses during
docking simulations. Thus, appropriate definition of distance
restraints enable applications of the protocol to all the categories
of protein–peptide docking [6, 32], including global, local and
template-based docking. Furthermore, the presented multiscale
docking pipeline is easy to use and modify. All modeling stages
of the method still have room for improvement. Thus, they may
be replaced or extended by other algorithms that perform better
or are better suited to the specific docking tasks.

Key Points
• CABS-dock docking restricted to the broad neighbor-

hood of the binding site enables flexible docking of
peptides to membrane receptors with high accuracy.

• Rosetta FlexPepDock refinement of CABS-dock pre-
dicted G protein-coupled receptor (GPCR)–peptide
complexes leads to significant improvement of model
quality.

• We present and validate a protocol for CABS-dock
docking and further FlexPepDock refinement and
scoring allowing high-resolution prediction of GPCR–
peptide complexes.

https://academic.oup.com/bib/article-lookup/doi/10.1093/bib/bbaa109#supplementary-data
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Supplementary Data

Supplementary data are available online at https://academic.
oup.com/bib.
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